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PURPOSE. Retinal prostheses can restore rudimentary vision in cases of photoreceptor
degeneration through electrical stimulation, but face difficulties achieving high spatial
resolution because electrical current is an inherently unnatural stimulus. We investigated the
therapeutic feasibility of using patterned delivery of the glutamate neurotransmitter, a primary
agent of natural synaptic communication of the retina, as a biomimetic chemical alternative to
electrical current for neuromodulation of photoreceptor degenerate retina.

METHODS. We injected small quantities of the neurotransmitter glutamate into the subretina of
20 explanted photoreceptor degenerated S334ter-3 rat retinas using glass micropipettes and a
prototype multiport microfluidic device to accomplish single- and multisite stimulation in
vitro. The effects of chemical stimulation were characterized by recording neural responses
from retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) using a multielectrode array.

RESULTS. Subretinally injected exogenous glutamate activates RGCs, despite the substantial
anatomic and physiologic changes caused by retinal remodeling, eliciting robust neural
responses. The presence of excitatory and inhibitory RGC responses provides evidence that
exogenous glutamate differentially activated neurons presynaptic to RGCs, likely inner retinal
neurons belonging to the OFF and ON pathways. We also demonstrate that glutamate
injections can evoke focal RGC responses with spatial resolutions comparable to or better
than current generation electrical prostheses and, when applied at multiple sites
simultaneously with the multiport microfluidic device, can produce spatially patterned
neural responses.

CONCLUSIONS. These significant results establish that chemical stimulation of degenerated
retinas with neurotransmitters is an effective neuromodulation strategy with the potential of
restoring high-resolution visual perception in patients rendered blind through photoreceptor
degeneration.

Keywords: photoreceptor degeneration, retina, chemical stimulation, glutamate, retinal
prosthesis

Millions of people worldwide suffer from photoreceptor

degenerative diseases, such as retinitis pigmentosa (RP)

and AMD, that cause incurable visual impairment.1,2 Triggered

in many cases by genetic mutations to either the pigment

epithelium or photoreceptors,3 photoreceptor degenerative

diseases result in the progressive deterioration of visual

function and, eventually, death of photoreceptors, leading to

a loss of vision. In addition to visual impairment, the loss of the

photoreceptor layer causes a cascade of gradual remodeling in

the remaining layers of the retina including the formation of

rewired corrupt synapses between neurons, the development

of a glial seal in the former location of the photoreceptor layer,

the loss of some neurotransmitter receptors, and many other

changes (see Supplementary Fig. S1).3–5 Despite these substan-

tial alterations and the loss of signal input from the absent

photoreceptors, other retinal neurons, such as the bipolar and

retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), remain intact and relatively

functional in degenerated retinas.3,5 Motivated by the presence

of these remaining retinal neurons, recent research6,7 has

focused on developing therapeutic strategies to restore visual

function to degenerated retinas by stimulating the surviving
neurons.

Of the many therapeutic strategies being considered, the
most promising thus far are electrical retinal prostheses, which
use electrical current to artificially activate the surviving retinal
neurons of degenerated retinas in specific patterns in the hope
of restoring limited visual function to patients.6,7 The research
into electrical stimulation of the retina over the past two
decades has led to the development of clinical retinal
prostheses such as the Argus II and Alpha-IMS devices7–10 that
have recently been reported to provide a limited measure of
visual acuity to patients, and thereby improve quality of life.9,11

To advance retinal prosthesis-based treatment for patients, the
next generation devices must be capable of restoring vision
with acuity levels closer to the legal blindness limit. However,
multiple studies have indicated that electrical stimulation of the
retina cannot achieve substantially more spatially localized
stimulation than current devices due to the electrochemical
charge limit.6,12 Furthermore, electrical current is fundamen-
tally an unnatural means of activating retinal neurons because,
unlike the neurotransmitters in normal retinas, it nonselectively
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stimulates all types of cells in the vicinity, including passing
axons, causing confusing perceptions in patients.11–13 While
some research groups continue to investigate techniques to
address these limitations,14–16 alternative therapeutic strategies
like gene therapy,17 stem cells,18 and unconventional stimula-
tion paradigms, such as ultrasonic,19 photothermal,20 or
chemical stimulation21 have been proposed to fully circumvent
the limitations of electrical stimulation for restoring vision.

Of the various nonelectrical stimulation strategies proposed
for activating retinal neurons, chemical stimulation is particu-
larly promising because it offers a biomimetic means of
restoring vision by stimulating retinal neurons chemically with
native neurotransmitters through the same receptors used by
the natural visual transduction process.22–24 Conceptually, a
microfluidics-based chemical neuromodulation strategy mimics
the function of the lost photoreceptor layer with a thin
microfluidic device featuring a large array of closely separated
microports through which neurotransmitters are released onto
surviving retinal neurons in response to patterns of light (see
Supplementary Fig. S1B). The feasibility of neurotransmitter-
based stimulation to generate spatially localized RGC spike rate
responses similar to those evoked by visual stimulation has
recently been demonstrated in wild-type (normal) rat retinas in
vitro by injecting glutamate, the primary retinal neurotrans-
mitter, at single isolated sites in both epiretinal (front of the
retina) and subretinal (behind the retina) configurations.24–26

One study has also demonstrated the feasibility of stimulating
the RGCs in degenerated rat retinas in vitro by injecting
glutamate at single isolated sites in the epiretinal configura-
tion.25 However, the feasibility of stimulating the surviving
retinal neurons in degenerated retinas from the subretinal side
has not been reported in the literature, although such a
possibility has been suggested.24,26,27 The subretinal applica-
tion of exogenous glutamate is particularly appealing because
it offers the prospect of engaging the retina’s inherent visual
processing circuitry as recently demonstrated in the differen-
tial stimulation of the OFF and ON pathways in wild-type rat
retinas.24 But the viability of subretinal chemical neuro-
modulation in degenerated retinas is not obvious because
surviving retinal neurons, such as bipolar cells, are known to
lose glutamate sensitivity following photoreceptor degenera-
tion.3,5 Furthermore, the feasibility of simultaneous multisite
chemical stimulation of the degenerated retina, which is
critical for accomplishing spatially patterned stimulation of
the retina, has not been investigated.

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate the feasibility
of stimulating photoreceptor degenerated retinas with subreti-
nally injected exogenous neurotransmitter glutamate using a
common transgenic rat model, the S334ter-3 rat, that closely
mimics the progression of photoreceptor degenerative diseases
in humans.28,29 Specifically, using a special experimental setup
comprising a micropipette and a multiport microfluidic device
to inject chemicals into the retina and a multielectrode array to
record the spatiotemporal characteristics of the RGC respons-
es, we show that degenerated retinas can be effectively
stimulated with glutamate focally at single isolated sites as
well as spatially at multiple sites. We also investigated the
effects of retinal remodeling on the efficacy of chemical
neuromodulation in terms of the success rate of glutamate
injections at different stages of photoreceptor degeneration.

METHODS

Study Design

The study design was based on controlled laboratory
experiments involving in vitro stimulation of explanted

photoreceptor degenerated rat retinas with the neurotransmit-
ter glutamate using both single-port glass micropipettes and a
prototype multiport microfluidic device. The objective of the
study was to convectively inject pulsatile boluses of glutamate
either through single micropipettes or the multiport micro-
fluidic device into the subretinal side of photoreceptor-
degenerated retinas to determine if glutamate stimulation
could evoke physiologic RGC responses despite the retinal
remodeling. To study chemical neuromodulation in photore-
ceptor degenerated retinas, we used hemizygous S334ter-3 rats
bred from the homozygous S334ter-3 rat line obtained from the
LaVail Laboratory30,31 at the University of California at San
Francisco. The S334ter-3 rat is a transgenic rat commonly used
to model photoreceptor degeneration23,28,29,31 as it expresses a
truncated version of the murine opsin gene that results in a
form of photoreceptor degeneration similar to the rhodopsin
gene mutation found in many cases of RP in humans.28 This
specific rat model was chosen in part because of its similarity
to human RP and because it exhibits relatively fast degenera-
tion (Supplementary Fig. S2), which permitted examination of
chemical neuromodulation at many different stages of photo-
receptor degeneration. The S334ter-3 rat was also used
because it could be easily crossbred with Long-Evans rats to
produce hemizygous offspring with pigmented retinas, which
are beneficial for in vitro stimulation experiments. All
experiments detailed in this study exclusively used pigmented
hemizygous S334ter-3 rats, as opposed to homozygous S334ter-
3 rats, because the former: (1) carry only one copy of the
mutant transgene, and therefore exhibit a relatively slower
degeneration rate that is closer to the human condition than
the latter, and (2) are more similar to pigmented wild-type
Long-Evans rats that are well-studied,32–35 and hence provide a
basis for comparing the results with our previous work.

Experimental Animals

Transgenic nonpigmented homozygous S334ter-3 rats were
mated with pigmented Long-Evans rats (either male or female;
Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA, USA) to produce
pigmented hemizygous offspring expressing the S334ter trans-
gene. To characterize glutamate stimulation in retinas exhibiting
different levels of photoreceptor degeneration, a total of 20
pigmented hemizygous S334ter-3 rats of different ages based on
their postnatal day (PND) were studied. Using the rates of
degeneration reported by the LaVail Laboratory (Supplementary
Fig. S2), these 20 rats were divided into four groups, each
expressing progressively increasing levels of degeneration for
experiments: early stage degeneration (14–20 PND; N ¼ 4),
middle stage degeneration (21–27 PND; N ¼ 4), late stage
degeneration (28–35 PND; N ¼ 6), and completely blind (>50
PND; N ¼ 6).30,31 The use of at least four rats in each group
ensured that each group contained a sufficient sample size of
glutamate-responsive RGCs to permit statistical analyses of the
data based on a pilot study in completely blind rats. All animal
experiments were conducted in accordance with the ARVO
Statement for Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research
as well as the guidelines outlined by the National Research
Council’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
Animal handling and euthanasia protocols were reviewed and
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
of the University of Illinois at Chicago.

Sample Preparation

Following approximately 1 hour of dark adaptation, hemizy-
gous S334ter-3 rats were euthanized using a combination of
carbon dioxide and cervical dislocation. After euthanasia, the
retinas were extracted from enucleated eyes and placed onto a
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perforated multielectrode array (pMEA; pMEA200/30iR-Ti;
Multi Channel Systems MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Baden-
Württemberg, Germany) with the ganglion cell side oriented
toward the electrodes. The retina was perfused (flow rate 3
mL/min) with oxygenated (95% oxygen and 5% carbon
dioxide) Ames medium (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO,
USA) at room temperature (228C). To ensure adequate
perfusion, the retina was perfused from both the top through
the pMEA perfusion chamber and the bottom through the
perforations on the pMEA. To ensure firm contact between the
pMEA electrodes and retinal tissue throughout the entire
duration of the experiment, slight suction was applied to the
bottom of the pMEA by removing the standard pMEA heating
plate, and, consequently, all experiments were conducted at
room temperature. After placing the retina on the pMEA and
beginning perfusion and the bottom suction, the explanted
retina was left to recover from surgical trauma for at least 30
minutes before commencing spike data recording and stimu-
lations with glutamate. To preserve the potential light
sensitivity of any remaining photoreceptors in the degenerated
retinas, all sample preparation work and stimulation experi-
ments were conducted under dim red illumination.

Experimental Setup

A specialized experimental setup (Supplementary Fig. S3) was
used to enable chemical injections into the subretinal (top)
side of explanted retinas while simultaneously recording the
neural responses of retinal ganglion cells and visually observing
the retina using an inverted optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse
Ti-E; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). The pMEA featured 60, 30-lm
diameter electrodes that were located at the intersections of a
square grid laid out in a (8 3 8) pattern with an interelectrode
spacing of 200 lm, except the four corners. The RGC response
signals picked up by the 60 electrodes of the pMEA were
amplified and acquired into a computer through a pMEA
system with MC_Rack software (MEA1060; Multi Channel
Systems MCS GmbH). The entire pMEA system was placed over
the inverted optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti) to observe
the retina and the chemical injections using filtered red
illumination to prevent unintentional photoreceptor photo-
bleaching. A green (570 nm) light-emitting diode (LED) was
used to visually stimulate the retina with full-field flashes of
light from the top and, based on its responsivity to the full-field
flashes, assess the level of photoreceptor degeneration in the
retina.

For single-site injections, a prepulled glass micropipette (10-
lm tip diameter and 1-mm outer diameter; World Precision
Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA) was filled with glutamate
solution (1 mM; Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) and inserted into a
standard microelectrode/micropipette holder (QSW-A10P;
Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT, USA) that was held and
maneuvered over the pMEA using a three-axis, motorized,
precision manipulator (MP-285; Sutter Instruments, Novato,
CA, USA) with submicron positioning accuracy (Supplementa-
ry Fig. S3A). The pressure port of the micropipette holder was
connected to one of the channels of an 8-channel pressure
injection system (PM-8; Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA,
USA), which was used to pneumatically eject glutamate
through the micropipette tip. The micropipette tip was filled
with glutamate buffered in Ames Medium (including NaCl and
KCl for impedance measurements) and electrically coupled to
a patch-clamp amplifier (Axopatch 200b; Molecular Devices,
Sunnyvale, CA, USA) with a silver/silver chloride wire to form
an electrode. Deviations in the electrode impedance from the
initial impedance were used to determine contact of the
micropipette tip with the retinal surface as the tip was inserted
into the retina and to detect blockage of the pipette tip (e.g.,

occlusion with extracellular material, etc.) during an experi-
ment.

To accomplish pattern stimulation, we fabricated a special
microfluidic device comprising an array of independently
addressable microports connected to tiny on-chip glutamate
reservoirs via microchannels (Fig. 1A). This prototype device
(1 3 1 3 0.134 cm3), which was fabricated in two layers,
consisted of eight independently addressable microports (25-
lm diameter) in the bottom silicon layer (340-lm thick) and
eight on-chip reservoirs (diameter 1.6 mm) for storing
glutamate in the top glass layer (1-mm thick). Each of the
eight microports in the bottom layer of the device was
independently connected to an on-chip reservoir in the top
layer via an in-plane microchannel. The eight microports were
arrayed along the periphery of a 3 3 3 grid with an interport
spacing of 200 lm (Fig. 1B), which corresponds to the spacing
of the electrodes of the pMEA. This layout of the microports
permitted the microports to be aligned over the pMEA
electrodes to inject glutamate into the retina at sites directly
above the electrodes, and thereby simplify the analyses of
spatial spread of glutamate-responsive cells relative to the
injection sites. Each of the eight on-chip reservoirs in the top
layer was filled with glutamate (1 mM) and connected to a
pressure port of the 8-channel pressure injection system via
flexible Tygon microbore tubing (outer diameter 1.52 mm; Fig.
1C) to allow independent actuation of the microports for
patterned multisite microfluidic injections. Similar to the glass
micropipettes, the prototype device was held in the precision
manipulator by means of a miniature stainless steel rod
inserted into a standard micropipette holder (Supplementary

FIGURE 1. Prototype multiport microfluidic device. (A) A close-up of
the multiport microfluidic device held by tweezers showing the
arrangement of the eight independently addressable on-chip reservoirs
and tubing inlets. (B) A microscope image of the bottom surface of the
device showing the eight 25-lm diameter microports arranged in a 3 3
3 configuration with 200-lm spacing to align with the electrodes of the
pMEA. The eight outside microports were used for multisite injections
while the central microport of the 3 3 3 array was used strictly for
alignment during fabrication of the device. (C) A photograph of the
complete microfluidic device interfaced with Tygon microbore tubing
connected to the pressure ports of an eight-channel pressure injector.
The Tygon tubing also served as reservoirs for holding glutamate. A
stainless steel rod provided a stiff support and was inserted into a
standard micropipette holder.
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Fig. S3B). More details on the design and microfabrication of
the prototype multiport microfluidic device can be found in
Rountree et al.36

To achieve repeatable, high accuracy spatiotemporal
modulation, synchronization of the chemical and visual
stimulus events and precise positioning of the micropipette
tip and prototype multiport microfluidic device over the
pMEA electrodes in each experiment, all of the main
instruments (pressure injector, LED, microscope, and the
manipulator) in the setup were computer controlled via a
digital-to-analog DAQ board (PCI-6251, 16-bit; National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) and custom scripts coded in
LabView (National Instruments).

Glutamate Stimulation

Before starting the glutamate stimulation protocol, the health
of the retina sample placed on the pMEA following the surgical
procedure was monitored by observing the spontaneous
responses of RGCs for approximately 30 minutes. Once
stabilized, the retina was investigated by injecting boluses of
glutamate targeted at electrodes with robust spontaneous RGC
activity. The details of glutamate stimulation using both
micropipettes and the prototype multiport microfluidic device
are described below.

In all experiments, L-glutamic acid was mixed with Ames
Medium (1 mM; Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) and, after ensuring that
the resulting pH of the mixture remained nearly unchanged
(~DpH � 0.011), loaded into either glass micropipettes or the
reservoirs of the prototype multiport microfluidic device by
suctioning stock glutamate solution from a Petri dish. In the
single-site stimulation experiments, the micropipette tip held in
the manipulator arm was positioned above target electrodes of
the pMEA and lowered until contact with the retinal surface was
detected24 through an increase in the impedance of the
electrode formed at the tip of the micropipette. After confirming
its contact with the retinal surface, the micropipette was
advanced downward to insert its tip 40-lm below the surface of
the retina, which corresponds to the combined thickness of the
outer nuclear layer and outer segments of the degenerated
photoreceptors in the early and middle stages of degeneration,29

to place the aperture near the remnants of the outer plexiform
layer. A pilot study found that glutamate injections at this depth
had the highest chance of eliciting RGC responses with large
spike rate amplitudes from retinas in early through completely
blind stages of degeneration despite the near complete absence
of the outer nuclear layer and outer segments in the completely
blind stage.29 Small boluses of glutamate stored in the
micropipette were then injected at the target location inside
the retina using pressure pulses of 0.69 kPa and 30 ms triggered
by the pressure injector system. Glutamate injection trials at
each target location comprised three sets of 30 pulses at a
constant interpulse duration of 3 seconds, where the pulse
width within each set was maintained to be 10, 20, and 30 ms,
respectively. Similar glutamate injection trials were repeated at
multiple locations on each of the retina samples tested. Periods
of spontaneous activity were recorded between injections to
track the health of retinal neurons during and after glutamate
stimulation.

In the subset of experiments investigating multisite stimula-
tion, the multiport microfluidic device was maneuvered over
the pMEA and the outlet microports of the device were
precisely positioned above target electrodes of the pMEA. Once
aligned over the target electrodes, the device was lowered until
the bottom (microport side) of the device was visually
confirmed (inspecting through the inverted microscope) to be
in contact with the top surface of retina. Then, small boluses of
glutamate stored in the on-chip reservoirs were convectively

injected into the retina surface through a subset (2 or more) of
the eight microports simultaneously using a pulsatile pressure
(0.69–34 kPa and 30 ms pulses) triggered by the corresponding
channels of the pressure injector. As in the case of the single-site
stimulation experiments, each multisite stimulation experiment
consisted of a series of 30 trials of injections with a 3-second
interpulse duration.

Data Analysis

RGC spikes were recorded using the MC_Rack software with
10-kHz sampling (after high pass filtering with a 200-Hz
cutoff) and an amplitude threshold of approximately �16 lV.
After concluding each experiment, spikes from all the
recordings completed during that experiment were sorted
into units in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) using the
wavelet clustering package, Wave_clus, developed by Quir-
oga et al.37 After sorting, each unit spike train was convolved
with a Gaussian kernel to calculate continuous peristimulus
time histograms (PSTHs), which were then averaged across
trials using custom MATLAB code. PSTHs were further
analyzed by extracting the spike rate response characteristics
including the spike rate amplitude and latency. The spike rate
amplitude was calculated as the difference between the
extrema and mean spike rate, with negative and positive
amplitudes characterizing inhibitory and excitatory phases,
respectively.24 The temporal characteristics of spike rate
responses were estimated by measuring the latency, which
was defined as the time difference between the injection and
the peak response. Responsive units were identified using a
fano factor derived response variable (see Ref. 24 for details)
and further filtered by excluding units with spike rates less
than 3 Hz to eliminate signals uncharacteristic of typical
neural responses. If responses contained more than one
phase with amplitudes exceeding a spike rate threshold of 3
Hz, the largest amplitude was assumed to be the dominant
response.

Individual unit spike trains were also used to calculate the
interspike intervals (ISI) for each cell during both glutamate
stimulation and spontaneous activity. The distribution of each
unit’s spontaneous and glutamate-evoked ISIs were estimated
using the unit’s median ISI during spontaneous and glutamate
stimulation recordings. The median spontaneous and gluta-
mate-evoked ISIs were then used for a population comparison
across different stages of degeneration to observe how the
introduction of exogenous glutamate affected the burst firing
of RGCs in degenerated conditions.

Using the PSTH neural response data, we characterized the
spatial localization of glutamate stimulation of photoreceptor
degenerated retinas by determining the spatial spread of retinal
responses to single-site injections with micropipettes and
multisite injections with the prototype multiport microfluidic
device. The spatial spreads, or distributions, of both single- and
multisite glutamate stimulation experiments were investigated
by mapping the locations of glutamate-responsive RGCs
exhibiting somal spike shapes using the vectors separating
electrodes with responsive units from the glutamate injection
site(s). Somal units, as opposed to axonal units, were
exclusively used in these analyses because they are nearer to
glutamate receptors, the intended targets of glutamate
neurotransmitter stimulation. To quantify the spatial localiza-
tion, these vectors were assembled into a two-dimensional
(2D) histogram via spatial binning to represent the approxi-
mate locations of electrodes where responsive RGCs were
recorded. Because the electrodes of the pMEA were relatively
widely spaced compared with the separation of retinal
neurons, the 2D histograms were fit with a 2D Gaussian fit
to provide a more continuous estimate of the spatial
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localization of responsive RGCs. Similarly, the RGC responses
produced by the prototype multiport microfluidic device were
assembled into 2D histograms showing the locations of
responsive RGCs relative to the outlet microports of the
microfluidic device.

Statistical Analyses

Three classes of statistical analyses were used in this study:
two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, Kruskal-Wallis with post
hoc Dunn’s tests, and v2 homogeneity tests (a ¼ 0.05 for all).
Wilcoxon tests were used to compare the spike rate extrema of
matched sample pairs drawn from spike rates recorded during
glutamate injections and during spontaneous recordings as
well to compare the spontaneous and glutamate-evoked
median ISIs for each stage of degeneration. Kruskal-Wallis tests
were used to compare retinal responses from retinas at
different stages of degeneration to determine if retinal
remodeling affected spike rate characteristics and, if a
significant effect was observed, a post hoc Dunn’s test (with
Bonferroni corrections to minimize the false discovery rate)
was used to perform comparisons between groups. Specifical-
ly, the Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to detect if there was a
significant difference in nonmatched samples. Finally, the v2

homogeneity tests were used to identify significant differences
in the proportions of glutamate-responsive stimuli across the
stages of degeneration. Nonparametric statistical tests were
chosen because all spike rate characteristics were found to be
nonnormally distributed.

RESULTS

Photoreceptor Degenerated Retinas are
Responsive to Subretinal Glutamate Injections

To determine the efficacy of single-site subretinal injections of
exogenous glutamate in eliciting neural responses in photore-
ceptor degenerated retinas at various stages of degeneration,
we analyzed glutamate-evoked RGC spike data recorded from
20 retinas of S334ter-3 rats of multiple ages grouped into four
stages of degeneration, namely, early stage degeneration (14–
20 PND; N ¼ 4), middle stage degeneration (21–27 PND; N ¼
4), late stage degeneration (28–35 PND; N¼6), and completely
blind (>50 PND; N ¼ 6) according to the degeneration rate
curve reported28,29 for the S334ter-3 rat line (see Supplemen-
tary Fig. S2). We found that exogenous glutamate (1 mM)
pneumatically injected (0.69 kPa; 10- to 30-ms pulse duration)
through a micropipette tip (10-lm diameter) positioned near
target pMEA electrodes (Fig. 2A) at depths of approximately 40
lm below the subretinal surface (Fig. 2B) elicited robust spike
rate responses that were significantly (all P � 0.001;
Wilcoxon) elevated with respect to spontaneous spike rates
in retinas at all four stages of degeneration. Figures 2C and 2D
show two representative spike rate and raster responses to 30
trials of single-site glutamate injections from RGCs in the
complete degeneration group exhibiting excitation (Fig. 2C)
and inhibition (Fig. 2D). Overall, exogenous glutamate elicited
significant responses in a total of 978 glutamate-responsive
cells with high success rates across all degenerated groups
(64%–85% in early to middle stages and 47% in completely
blind; Table), comparable to or better than the success rate
(~60%) previously achieved with normal retinas.24 These data
suggest that photoreceptor degenerated retinas are responsive
to exogenous glutamate stimulation and the effects of retinal
remodeling do not substantially reduce the efficacy of chemical
neuromodulation.

Retinal Remodeling Significantly Affects
Glutamate-Evoked Spike Rate Response
Characteristics

Because degenerated retinas exhibit substantial anatomic and
physiologic changes compared with the wild-type condition,
we investigated the effects of retinal remodeling on spike rate
characteristics across all four stages of degeneration by
analyzing the amplitude and latency characteristics of
glutamate-evoked RGC spike rate responses to single-site
subsurface glutamate injections made using micropipettes.
Although the interquartile ranges of the glutamate-evoked
spike rate amplitudes in all degeneration stages overlapped
(Fig. 3A), significant (P � 0.001; Kruskal-Wallis) differences
were found among the median response amplitudes of
retinas, which suggest that retinal remodeling affected the
amplitudes of glutamate-evoked RGC spike rate responses. To
identify the differences in glutamate-evoked responses
between stages of degeneration, we performed statistical
comparisons (a ¼ 0.05; Dunn’s test) and found that the
glutamate-evoked spike rate amplitudes showed a significant
increase from early through middle stage degeneration
followed by a significant decrease in later stages. Similarly,
significant differences (P � 0.001; Kruskal-Wallis) were also
observed for median response latencies (time from injection
to peak response) among retinas at all stages of degeneration
(Fig. 3B), presumably due to synaptic remodeling caused by
photoreceptor degeneration, despite the overlapped inter-
quartile ranges. A comparison of the latencies between
different stages of degeneration revealed that glutamate-
evoked spike rate responses from retinas in early and middle
stage degeneration exhibit significantly (a¼0.05; Dunn’s test)
faster latencies compared with retinas from the late and
completely blind stages of degeneration. Combined, these
data indicate that while degenerated retinas remain respon-
sive to exogenous glutamate stimulation even in late stages of
degeneration, their RGC spike rate response characteristics
are significantly affected by the progression of photoreceptor
degeneration.

Degeneration has Minimal Effect on Glutamate-
Evoked Interspike Intervals

Previous studies have found that the loss and/or corruption of
synaptic input to RGCs due to photoreceptor degeneration
causes aberrant, oscillatory spike bursting38–40 that could
have a detrimental effect on visual restoration strategies.40,41

To identify if these oscillatory spike bursts affected chemical
neuromodulation, we examined how the median ISI of RGCs
changed over different stages of degeneration using both
spontaneous and glutamate stimulation recordings. Figure 4A
shows a comparison of the median ISIs from spontaneous
recordings and demonstrates that significant (P � 0.001;
Kruskal-Wallis and post hoc Dunn’s Test) changes to spike
bursting behavior occur throughout the course of degener-
ation, likely caused by different oscillatory frequencies with
periods ranging between 50 and 100 ms. In contrast, the
median ISIs from glutamate stimulation recordings (Fig. 4B)
revealed that the application of glutamate elicited consistent
bursting behavior across all degeneration stages with the
exception of middle stage degeneration, which exhibited
significantly (a ¼ 0.05; Dunn’s test) shorter ISIs compared
with the other stages of degeneration. Notably, the glutamate-
evoked ISIs were all significantly (all P � 0.001; Wilcoxon)
smaller than the corresponding spontaneous ISIs at each stage
of degeneration. Together, these data indicate that retinal
remodeling did have a significant effect on the spontaneous
spiking behavior of RGCs but did not significantly alter the
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TABLE. Populations of RGCs in Degenerated Retinas Responsive to Subretinal Glutamate Injections and Classification of the Responses

Degeneration Stages

Responsive Units
Effective Stimuli

Significance Over Stages

Total Total Excitatory Inhibitory Differential Total

I. Early 290 79% (178/226) 85% (151/178) 1% (2/178) 14% (25/178) (II, IV)

II. Middle 137 64% (141/221) 90% (127/141) 1% (1/141) 9% (13/141) (I, III, IV)

III. Late 179 85% (121/143) 90% (109/121) 0% (0/121) 10% (12/121) (II, IV)

IV. Blind 311 47% (181/388) 80% (145/181) 1% (1/181) 19% (35/181) (I, II, III)

Subretinal glutamate injections elicited significant spike rate responses from RGCs (see leftmost column) in each of the 4 groups of
photoreceptor degenerated retinas with differing success rates. All degenerated groups exhibited relatively high overall stimulation success rates
(‘‘Total’’ column) though the completely blind group was significantly (P < 0.001; see last column) lower than the other groups. Effective stimuli
were further divided into the following groups based on the polarity of recorded spike rate responses in each stimulus: (1) exclusively excitatory
responses, (2) exclusively inhibitory responses, and (3) differential stimulation (i.e., a mix of both excitatory and inhibitory responses). As can be
seen, the majority of injections into degenerated retinas resulted in purely excitatory responses though a minority of inhibitory responses was
present in all degenerated groups, with the highest rate found for the completely blind group. Significant differences (v2 homogeneity test with
Bonferroni correction) between the total effective stimuli of different stages of degeneration are indicated in the far right column for early (I),
middle (II), late (III), and completely blind (IV) stages of degeneration.

FIGURE 2. Subretinal glutamate injections elicit RGC responses in photoreceptor degenerated rat retinas. (A) An overlay image of a micropipette tip
inserted into a photoreceptor degenerated retina placed over a pMEA, as viewed from the bottom of the pMEA. Boluses of 1 mM glutamate were
pneumatically injected near pMEA electrodes with spiking units. (B) A schematic of the setup for single-site subretinal glutamate injections, which
was accomplished by inserting glass micropipettes to subsurface depths of approximately 40 lm below the subretinal surface before injecting
glutamate into S334ter-3 rat retinas of different ages representing different stages of photoreceptor degeneration divided into: early stage
degeneration (14–20 PND), middle stage degeneration (21–27 PND), late stage degeneration (28–35 PND), and completely blind (>50 PND) groups.
(C, D) Representative spike rate and raster plots from RGCs in the completely blind degeneration groups of the S334ter-3 rat model that exhibited
excitatory (C) and inhibitory (D) responses to glutamate. Each plot shows a response to a 30-ms injection of glutamate (indicated by blue trace at

top) where the vertical black lines in each plot represent single spikes with trials stacked vertically (left y-axis). The red lines (right y-axis) show
the spike rate through time.
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FIGURE 3. Amplitudes and latencies of glutamate-evoked responses exhibited by photoreceptor degenerated retinas in the four different stages of
degeneration. (A) A comparison plot of the glutamate-evoked spike rate amplitudes recorded from RGCs in photoreceptor degenerated retinas. In
each group, the lower and upper extent of the black box represent the lower and upper quartiles, the median is shown as a black horizontal line,
and the maximum and minimum are shown as whiskers extending above and below the box, respectively. The distribution of data is illustrated as a
histogram to the left of each box-and-whisker plot with 0.5-Hz bins. Photoreceptor degeneration was found to have a significant (P � 0.001;
Kruskal-Wallis) effect on glutamate-evoked spike rate amplitudes. As can be seen, degeneration caused an initial significant increase in glutamate-
evoked spike rate amplitudes through middle stage degeneration before dropping in the late and completely blind groups. Significant (P < 0.05;
post hoc Dunn’s test) differences between groups are shown above the box-and-whisker plots as brackets with asterisks. (B) A population level
comparison plot of the latency of spike rate responses, which were found to also be significantly (P � 0.001; Kruskal-Wallis) affected by
photoreceptor degeneration. The plot shows that, despite the overlapping interquartile ranges, more advanced stages of degeneration exhibited
significantly (P < 0.05; post hoc Dunn’s test) slower latencies compared with the early and middle stage groups. The distribution of latency data is
shown to the left of each box-and-whisker plot as a histogram with 6.25-ms bins.
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FIGURE 4. Median interspike intervals from spontaneous and glutamate stimulation recordings across different stages of degeneration. (A) A
population level comparison plot of the median ISI during spontaneous recordings from RGCs in photoreceptor degenerated retinas. As
degeneration progresses, the spontaneous ISIs display significant (P� 0.001; Kruskal Wallis with post hoc Dunn’s test) differences suggesting that
the spike bursting behavior of RGCs is substantially altered by the effects of retinal remodeling caused by the loss of the photorceptors. The
brackets with asterisks above the box-and-whisker plots indicate significant differences between groups. (B) A similar comparison of the glutamate-
evoked median ISIs shows that the application of glutamate elicited a significantly (P � 0.001; Wilcoxon) different pattern of spike bursting
compared with the spontaneous condition and this pattern was consistent across all stages of degeneration except for middle stage degeneration,
which had significantly (P� 0.001; Kruskal Wallis with post hoc Dunn’s test) shorter ISIs. These results suggest that chemical neuromodulation can
elicit consistent neural responses throughout the early, late, and completely blind stages of degeneration despite the paroxysmal spiking activity
caused by retinal remodeling.
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glutamate spiking behavior except during middle stage
degeneration, presumably because substantial anatomic
changes occur to the S334ter-3 retina during this time
period.28,42

Exogenous Glutamate Elicits Differential Spike
Rate Responses in Degenerated Retinas

To investigate whether the exogenous glutamate activated
RGCs directly or indirectly through the inner nuclear layer
(INL) neurons, we examined the cellular target of glutamate by
analyzing the percentage of stimuli that elicited inhibitory
spike rate responses (Fig. 2D). Our analyses showed that, for all
glutamate stimulation in retinas at all stages of degeneration,
the majority (80%–90%) elicited solely excitatory responses
from RGCs while a minority (9%–19%) evoked differential (mix
of both excitatory and inhibitory responses) responses (see
Table). Of all stages of degeneration, completely blind retinas
elicited the highest proportion of glutamate-evoked differential
responses, which were significantly (P � 0.001; v2 homoge-
neity test) higher compared with earlier stages of degeneration.
The presence of inhibitory responses to glutamate demon-
strates indirect stimulation of RGCs through other presynaptic
neurons because the ionotropic glutamate receptors expressed
by RGCs, which appear to retain glutamate sensitivity
throughout degeneration,3 should result in exclusively excit-
atory responses. Therefore, the presence of a significant
proportion of simultaneous excitatory and inhibitory respons-
es strongly supports the hypothesis that subretinally injected
exogenous glutamate can modulate RGC firing through the INL
neurons, differentially stimulating the OFF and ON pathways,
in photoreceptor degenerated retinas.

Glutamate Stimulation of Degenerated Retinas
Evokes Spatially Localized Responses

Because achieving spatially localized stimulation is a requisite
for restoring high acuity vision with any retinal prosthesis, we
studied the spatial localization of glutamate stimulation and the
effect of photoreceptor degeneration on localized microfluidic
chemical neuromodulation by determining the spatial spread
of RGCs responding to glutamate injected into the subsurface
of degenerated rat retinas in all four stages of degeneration
using micropipettes. The spatial spread was determined by
mapping the positions of responsive somal units (see Materials
and Methods) relative to the injection sites in each of the 978
sets of successful injections and plotted the resulting
cumulative 2D histograms depicting the spatial distributions
of glutamate responsive units in each of the four degeneration
stages. Figure 5A shows a representative color map of the
cumulative spatial distribution of all glutamate responsive cells
from the late stage degeneration group relative to the injection
site at the center of the plot, with warmer colors indicating
higher densities of cells and cooler colors indicating regions
with sparse responses. As can be seen, glutamate injections
elicited highly localized responses (median distance of 200 lm)
in retinas with late-stage degeneration. Although these spatial
spread data sufficiently establish that chemical stimulations are
highly localized, the relatively wide spacing of the electrodes of
our pMEA likely resulted in a biased sampling of glutamate
responsive units because large regions of the retina were
unsampled. To obtain a more continuous estimate of the spatial
distributions of glutamate responsive cells, we fit the data from
the cumulative spatial distributions (such as Fig. 5A; see
Supplementary Fig. S4 for the distributions of these data) for
each group with a 2D Gaussian spread function (see Fig. 5B for
an example for the late stage degeneration group). These
spread functions fit the spatial distributions well (r2 > 0.98 for

all degeneration stage groups) and yielded median, upper, and
lower quartiles for all four data groups (Fig. 5C). Despite the
effects of retinal remodeling, chemical stimulation yielded
spatially localized responses in retinas throughout all stages of
degeneration with particularly low spread (i.e., high localiza-
tion) in the retinas in late stage degeneration. Although the
median spreads of responses of retinas across all stages of
degeneration varied within a relatively small range of
approximately 40 lm, we observed that spatial spread
generally improved with more advanced stages of degeneration
with the exception of the completely blind group. To
corroborate this pattern, we examined the unfitted cumulative
spatial distributions (Supplementary Fig. S4) and found that the
spatial resolutions of the middle- and late-stage groups were
significantly (a ¼ 0.05; Dunn’s test) more spatially localized
than the early degeneration or completely blind groups.
Together, these data suggest that while photoreceptor degen-
eration appears to impact the spatial spread of responses to
subretinal glutamate stimulation, the effects predominantly
lead to small improvements in spatial localization of the
stimulation.

Multisite Glutamate Stimulation of Degenerated
Retinas Evokes Spatially Patterned RGC Responses

To investigate the feasibility of spatially patterned stimulation
of degenerated retinas at various stages of degeneration, we
stimulated the retinas at multiple sites simultaneously using a
specially fabricated microfluidic device featuring an array of
eight independently addressable microports connected to tiny
on-chip glutamate reservoirs via microchannels. Unlike the
single- site stimulations where micropipette tips were pene-
trated into the retinas to inject glutamate at subsurface, the
microports of the microfluidic device were interfaced with
degenerated retinas at the subretinal surface, where all
multisite injections were delivered to spatially stimulate the
retina. By independently and simultaneously activating various
subsets of the eight microports using pressure pulses (10–30
ms, 0.69–34 kPa), we injected small boluses of glutamate
spatially over six degenerated retinas from early (14–17 PND; N

¼ 4 retinas) to middle (22–27 PND; N ¼ 2 retinas) stages of
photoreceptor degeneration. We found that a total of 176 RGCs
responded to 41 sets of multisite glutamate injections and all
responses were spatially localized around the active injection
sites. Figure 6 shows the representative spatial distributions for
multisite injections through two (Fig. 6B), three (Fig. 6C), and
four microports (Fig. 6D) selected to resemble dot patterns of
various characters. As can be seen in Figure 6, the spatial
patterns of RGC responses to each multisite injection showed
strong correspondence to the respective injection patterns,
with the highest concentration of responsive RGCs located
directly beneath active injection ports.

DISCUSSION

This study was undertaken with three main objectives: (1) to
investigate if photoreceptor degenerated retinas can be
therapeutically stimulated with the neurotransmitter glutamate
injected from the subretinal side, and if so, how the
progression of photoreceptor degeneration affects stimulation
efficacy, (2) to examine the role of inner retinal neural circuitry
in the stimulation process, and (3) to explore the feasibility of
achieving high spatial resolutions and eliciting patterned
neural responses with glutamate stimulation in degenerated
retinas. We addressed these objectives using the S334ter-3 rat
as a model for human photoreceptor degenerative diseases28,29

and a custom-built special experimental platform to inject
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chemicals into and record neural responses at multiple sites
simultaneously over the retina in vitro. Our results, based on
the analyses of the spatiotemporal characteristics of glutamate-
evoked neural responses, demonstrate the feasibility of
subretinal chemical neuromodulation of degenerated retinas.
We discuss the results addressing these three objectives in the
following.

Previous studies have shown that photoreceptor degener-
ation triggers retinal remodeling causing widespread anatomic
and physiologic changes throughout the retina.3–5 Specifically,
previous studies28,29,43–45 have found that photoreceptor
degeneration generates corrupt rewired synapses that cause

oscillatory, light-independent RGC spike rate patterns38–40 that
could mask or interfere with the characteristics of exogenous
glutamate-evoked responses. Notwithstanding the retinal
remodeling, we unexpectedly observed relatively high stimu-
lation success rates in retinas at all stages of degeneration,
although the stimulation success rate was lower in the
completely blind group. Consistent with previous findings
however, we found that retinal remodeling had a profound
effect on the spontaneous spike rate patterns by investigating
the spontaneous ISIs of RGCs, which exhibited significant
differences between every stage of degeneration. Nevertheless,
glutamate stimulation elicited median ISIs that were consistent

FIGURE 5. Spatial spread of glutamate-responsive RGCs of photoreceptor degenerated retinas in the four different stages of degeneration. (A) A
representative 2D histogram displaying the cumulative spatial spread of responses from units with somal spike shapes (see Materials and Methods)
to glutamate injections in a late stage degeneration retina, where the center is normalized to the injection site. Warmer colors represent higher
densities of RGCs as quantified by the color bar on the right. The gray gridlines indicate distances of 500 lm. (B) Each group’s spatial responses
were fitted with 2D Gaussian functions to produce more continuous spatial localizations such as the one shown in plot (B) for the late stage
degeneration group using the data from (A). (C) The lower, median (red line), and upper quartiles for each group derived from the 2D Gaussian
models, showing that photoreceptor degeneration does not substantially reduce spatial localization. The numbers above each bar indicate the
number of units with somal spike shapes in each group. The horizontal lines at the bottom of the plot indicate the retinal distances associated with
the legal blindness limit (red) and natural vision (green), which correspond to standard visual acuity metrics of 1.0 and 0.0 logMAR, respectively.
While subsurface injections of glutamate did not transcend the legal blindness threshold, the lower quartiles for nearly all groups were close and a
minority of stimuli resulted in very localized responses below the legal blindness threshold.
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across most degeneration stages and significantly different
from the corresponding spontaneous ISIs. The sole exception
was the middle stage degeneration group, which displayed
significantly shorter ISIs in response to glutamate injections
compared with other groups, consistent with the substantial
anatomic changes to the S334ter-3 retina that have been
reported to occur during this time period.28,42 These results
suggest that chemical neuromodulation is effective at consis-
tently generating neural responses that overcome the abnor-
mal, oscillatory spiking behavior observed in photoreceptor
degenerated retinas.

To further explore how retinal remodeling affected the
subretinal chemical stimulation, we investigated the spike rate
amplitudes and temporal characteristics of RGC responses to
subretinally injected exogenous glutamate in retinas at various
stages of degeneration. We found that subretinal glutamate
injections elicited significant RGC spike rate responses with
detectable amplitudes and response latencies even in late
stages of degeneration. These results show that retinal
remodeling in degenerated retinas does not adversely affect
the ability of exogenous glutamate in eliciting RGC responses

with high signal-to-noise ratios and, unexpectedly, chemical
neuromodulation yielded larger amplitudes and faster latencies
compared with those reported for wild-type retinas.24 The
observed changes in amplitudes and latencies of glutamate-
evoked responses in degenerated retinas compared with wild-
type retinas could also have been influenced by the mere
absence of the photoreceptor layer, which might have enabled
a closer proximity between the injection port and target
synapses.

Subretinal chemical neuromodulation of degenerated reti-
nas would be most effective and biomimetic if RGC responses
can be evoked through the surviving inner retinal circuitry by
differentially stimulating the OFF and ON pathways. Such
differential stimulation of degenerated retinas was not obvious
or expected because photoreceptor degeneration has been
previously shown to reduce or even eliminate the expression
of glutamate receptors in retinal bipolar cells.3,5 Our finding
that a considerable proportion of glutamate-evoked RGC
responses were driven by inhibitory inputs strongly suggests
that glutamate sensitivity is preserved in at least a subset of INL
neurons even in advanced stages of photoreceptor degenera-

FIGURE 6. Multiport glutamate injections elicit corresponding RGC response patterns in degenerated retinas. An eight-port prototype multiport
microfluidic device was fabricated to enable multisite surface stimulation of photoreceptor degenerated retinas. (A) An overlay image of a prototype
chemical synapse chip interfaced with the photoreceptor degenerated retina placed over a pMEA, as viewed from the bottom of the pMEA. Prior to
initiating glutamate injections, the eight microports of the chip positioned over the retina were aligned with the pMEA electrodes before
pneumatically injecting glutamate through two or more active microports simultaneously (active and inactive microports are highlighted by yellow

and red circles, respectively). (B–D) Plots showing 2D spatial distributions of glutamate-responsive RGCs corresponding to multisite injections
using two (B), three (C), and four (D) microports simultaneously. Each plot shows the location of the device (square outline) superimposed over a
color map showing the locations of all glutamate-responsive RGCs with warmer colors indicating higher densities of responsive cells. The black
dots at the intersections of the 8 3 8 dashed grid lines, with the exception of the four corner intersections, represent the locations of the 60
electrodes of the pMEA. The RGC responses were spatially localized and concentrated around glutamate-injecting active microports.
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tion because direct RGC activation with glutamate should elicit
purely excitatory responses. However, the incidences of
inhibitory responses in degenerated retinas (10%–20% inci-
dence) were lower compared with similar incidence reported
for the wild-type condition (~60% incidence24), which is
probably attributable to the effects of retinal remodeling. Based
on the reported literature,3,5 the observed decline in the
incidence of inhibitory responses is likely due to a combination
of the loss of bipolar cell glutamate sensitivity and inner retinal
rewiring, which could compromise the synaptic integrity of
the ON and OFF pathways. Compared with the relatively slow
progression of photoreceptor degeneration in the human
condition, the rapid onset of degeneration in S334ter-3 rats29

may have also contributed to the low incidence of inhibitory
responses because the mGluR6 receptors of bipolar cells are
one of the first casualties of retinal remodeling.3 Because these
remodeling effects likely stem from the lack of glutamatergic
input from the lost photoreceptor layer,3 it is conceivable that
continuous, long-term subretinal glutamate stimulation in
animals with slower degeneration rates more similar to the
human condition could preserve the integrity of the ON and
OFF pathways. Further work is needed to investigate the full
potential of differential stimulation in degenerated retinas with
subretinal glutamate injections, but the above results are
encouraging and suggest that a measure of differential
stimulation is possible even in advanced stages of photorecep-
tor degeneration.

We also studied the capability of subretinal glutamate
injections to elicit spatially localized RGC responses, which is
important for achieving high visual acuity in a prosthesis, by
characterizing the spatial spreads of the responses. We found
that glutamate injections into degenerated retinas resulted in
spatial spreads ranging from 65 to 235 lm (lower quartile of
late stage group, upper quartile of early stage group). Although
the more advanced stages of photoreceptor degeneration
generally exhibited more localized responses, the completely
blind group displayed spatial localization comparable to early
stage degeneration and the differences between any group
were small (~40 lm). These data suggest that retinal
remodeling has a relatively weak influence on the spatial
spread of subretinal glutamate responses, and therefore, it may
be feasible to achieve high visual acuities with microfluidic
glutamate stimulation. If these spatial spreads observed in in
vitro testing could be achieved in patients with photoreceptor
degenerated retinas, they would translate to visual acuities of
1.12 to 1.63 logMAR. While these values are above the legal
blindness threshold (1.0 logMAR), they represent a substantial
improvement over the two current generation electrical retinal
prostheses, the Argus II (restored logMARs between 1.6 and
2.9) and the Alpha-IMS (best recorded logMAR of 1.43).10,46

While the above studies established the feasibility of
eliciting retinal neural responses at single isolated sites,
multisite chemical neuromodulation of degenerated retinas,
which is critical for translating pixelated patterns of visual
images into neural signals in a chemical prosthesis, has never
been explored before. Therefore, we explored multisite
stimulation of the degenerated retina with glutamate by
fabricating a special prototype multiport microfluidic device
and interfacing it with degenerated retinas to inject glutamate
at multiple sites simultaneously on the subretinal surface.
Despite the small number (8) of relatively large size (25-lm
diameter) microports in our prototype microfluidic device, we
have demonstrated that it is feasible to elicit spatially localized
RGC responses at multiple sites in degenerated retinas at all
stages of degeneration using multiple, independently con-
trolled injection ports. The patterns of RGC responses to
multisite glutamate injections into degenerated retinas corre-
sponded well with the arrangement of active injection ports

despite the substantial physiologic and morphologic changes
associated with photoreceptor degeneration, but they were
relatively less spatially localized compared with the responses
to glutamate injections through micropipettes. The differences
in the spatial localizations in the two cases are attributable to
the differences in their port geometries and interfaces with the
retina. While the micropipettes featured hollow tapered
needle-like ports with small diameters (10 lm) that allowed
them to be positioned below the surface of the retina for
injections, the multiport microfluidic device featuring larger
port diameters (25 lm) was designed for surface stimulation of
retinal neurons and was positioned above the retinal surface
for injections. Therefore, we wondered if the presence of the
glial seal near the subretinal surface would impede or even
prevent surface-based stimulation using the multiport micro-
fluidic device. However, the existence of spatially localized
responses, albeit reduced compared with subsurface injec-
tions, suggests that convective glutamate injections at the
subretinal surface are sufficient to penetrate the glial seal.

Chemical stimulation of retinal neurons using native
neurotransmitters is a novel, biomimetic strategy that has the
potential to overcome some of the limitations of current
generation electrical retinal prostheses for treating photore-
ceptor degenerative diseases. Subretinal chemical stimulation,
in particular, is more appealing because it could potentially
restore more natural vision to patients by taking advantage of
the retina’s inherent visual processing circuitry. Our findings
demonstrate that subretinal glutamate injections can success-
fully stimulate degenerated retinas with high spatial localiza-
tion at all stages of degeneration despite the substantial
anatomic and physiologic changes caused by retinal remodel-
ing. Although further work is required to demonstrate the
applicability of the chemical neuromodulation concept in in
vivo animal models, the results presented in the current in
vitro work offer unique insights into the challenges and
opportunities of neurotransmitter-based stimulation at various
stages of photoreceptor degeneration and could be used to
inform the design of the next generation multiport microfluidic
devices specifically optimized for in vivo testing of subretinal
glutamate stimulation of photoreceptor degenerated retinas.
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